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CULTURE, TOURISM, EUROPE AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

 
AGENDA

 
15th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5)

 
Thursday 16 May 2019

 
The Committee will meet at 9.00 am in the Robert Burns Room (CR1).
 
1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether to

take item 4, and any consideration of draft annual reports at future meetings, in
private.

 
2. Local commercial radio: The Committee will take evidence from—
 

Glenn Preston, Director, Scotland, Tony Close, Director of Content
Standards, Licensing and Enforcement, and Neil Stock, Director of
Broadcast Licensing, Ofcom;
 

and then from—
 

Graham Bryce, Group Managing Director, Hits Radio Network, and Peter
Davies, Project Manager, Bauer Media;
 
Adam Findlay, Head of Radio, DC Thomson Media.
 

3. Consideration of evidence heard (in private): The Committee will consider
evidence heard earlier in the meeting.

 
4. Annual report: The Committee will consider a draft annual report for the

parliamentary year from 12 May 2018 to 11 May 2019.
 
5. Work programme — Appointment of an Adviser (in private): The Committee

will consider the selection of an adviser in relation to its inquiry into the future of
Arts Funding.
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The papers for this meeting are as follows—
 
Agenda Item 2  
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PRIVATE PAPER CTEEA/S5/19/15/2
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Agenda Item 5  
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(P)
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Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Affairs Committee 

15th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5) Thursday 16 May 2019 

Local Commercial Radio 

 

Note by the Clerk 

 

Background 

 
1. The Committee has previously taken evidence on local commercial radio on 14 

March. At this meeting the Committee will take further evidence on this issue 
from two panels of witnesses.  These are: 
 

• Panel 1 - Ofcom: Glenn Preston, Director, Scotland; Tony Close, Director of 
Content Standards, Licensing and Enforcement: and Neil Stock, Director of 
Broadcast Licensing 

 
• Panel 2 – Graham Bryce, Group Managing Director, Hits Radio Network and 

Peter Davies, Project Manager, Bauer; and Adam Findlay, Group Head of 
Radio, DC Thomson Media 

 
 

2. Ofcom provided written evidence for the 14 March meeting.  Bauer and DC 
Thomson Media have both provided written submissions for this meeting.  All 
three submissions are provided at Annexe A. 
 
 

 
 
 

CTEEA Clerking Team 
13 May 2019 

 
 
 
  

http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12004
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=12004
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ANNEXE A 

 

 

Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Affairs Committee – Thursday 

14 March 

Written Submission from Ofcom 

Ofcom is the communications regulator in the UK. We regulate the TV, radio and video-on-demand 

sectors, fixed-line telecoms (phones), mobiles and postal services, plus the airwaves over which 

wireless devices operate. Our main duties include ensuring that the UK has a wide range of 

electronic communications services, including high-speed services such as broadband. 

This document is our submission to the Culture, Tourism, Europe and External Affairs Committee in 

response to its request for evidence of 4 March 2019. It is in relation to Global Radio’s recent 

announcement to launch UK-wide national breakfast shows on Capital, Heart and Smooth. 

While this was a purely commercial decision by Global Radio, it was made possible by a change in 

October 2018 to Ofcom’s Localness guidelines on how local commercial analogue radio licensees 

meet the statutory requirements for locally-made programmes. This paper provides an overview of 

this change, as well as Ofcom’s decision on 4 March 2019 regarding ‘approved areas’ in Scotland and 

Wales. 

Ofcom’s duties 

The Broadcasting Act 1990 places a general duty on Ofcom regarding local analogue (FM and AM) 

commercial radio, and a specific duty regarding each local service that we license. The general duty 

is that we must do all we can to secure the provision of a range and diversity of local services.1 The 

specific duty is that when we run a competitive licence award process and select the winner, the 

licence we issue for the winner must contain appropriate conditions to secure that the character of 

the service, as proposed by the licence holder when making his application, is maintained during the 

licence period.2 

In addition to these duties, Ofcom is also required by law3 to carry out our functions relating to local 

services in the manner that we consider is best calculated to secure that local analogue commercial 

radio stations provide: 

•  programmes consisting of or including local material; and 

•  locally-made programmes 

to the extent (if any) that Ofcom considers appropriate, and to provide guidance as to how these 

statutory requirements should be met. ‘Locally-made programmes’ are defined in the legislation as 

                                                           
1 Section 85(2)(b), Broadcasting Act 1990 
2 Section 106(1), Broadcasting Act 1990 
3 Section 314, Communications Act 2003 
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programmes which are “made wholly or partly at premises in the area or locality for which that 

service is provided or, if there is an approved area for the programmes, that area.” 

The Localness guidelines relating to locally-made programming 

Prior to the change in October 2018, Ofcom’s Localness guidelines were last substantially revised in 

2010. The guidelines in place between 2010-2018 set out the following minimum expectations for 

FM local stations regarding the volume of locally-made programmes that various types of services 

should provide on weekdays: 

• a minimum of 10 hours of locally-made programming between 6am and 7pm (and this must 

include the breakfast show) if they are providing local news at least hourly at peak-times 

(breakfast and afternoon drivetime), or; 

• a minimum of 7 hours of locally-made programming between 6am and 7pm (and this must 

include the breakfast show) if they are providing local news at least hourly throughout the 

same period. 

Given the changes in competition (such as the increased use of streaming services such as Spotify 

and Apple Music) and listening habits (such as the growth of listening to digital radio) across the 

radio sector during this period, as well as other contextual factors such as the UK Government’s 

intention to press ahead with proposals for amending commercial radio’s regulatory framework4, 

Ofcom commissioned new research and in light of this research, subsequently launched a 

consultation on amendments to the localness guidelines in June 2018.5 

The June 2018 consultation document outlined proposals to amend the Localness guidance 

regarding the minimum number of hours expected of local FM stations on weekdays to the 

following: 

• a minimum of 6 hours of locally-made programming between 6am and 7pm if they are 

providing local news at least hourly at peak-times (breakfast and afternoon drivetime), or; 

• a minimum of 3 hours of locally-made programming between 6am and 7pm if they are 

providing local news at least hourly throughout the same period. 

The June 2018 consultation was open for six weeks and generated responses from a range of 

stakeholders across the radio sector, policy makers and the wider public.6 Having considered the 

range of views put forward by respondents, Ofcom adopted the proposals outlined above.7 

Importantly, although these amendments give stations the flexibility to provide less locally-made 

programming than was the case under our previous guidelines, and for that locally-made 

programming to be made further from the area the station broadcasts to, we have clarified our 

expectations regarding the types and amount of local material that a local station should deliver.8 

                                                           
4https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/668926/
Commercial_radio_deregulation__Government_response_final.pdf  
5 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/115113/consultation-localness-radio.pdf  
6 Responses available at https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-2/guidelines-
localness-commercial-radio?showall=1  
7https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/124435/statement-further-consultation-localness-
commercial-radio.pdf  
8 The revised Localness guidelines provide detail around what local material is and the provision of local news, 
as found at https://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv-radio-and-on-demand/information-for-industry/radio-
broadcasters/localness  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/668926/Commercial_radio_deregulation__Government_response_final.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/668926/Commercial_radio_deregulation__Government_response_final.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/115113/consultation-localness-radio.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-2/guidelines-localness-commercial-radio?showall=1
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-2/guidelines-localness-commercial-radio?showall=1
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/124435/statement-further-consultation-localness-commercial-radio.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/124435/statement-further-consultation-localness-commercial-radio.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv-radio-and-on-demand/information-for-industry/radio-broadcasters/localness
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv-radio-and-on-demand/information-for-industry/radio-broadcasters/localness
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This means that listeners should still expect a locally-relevant service, irrespective of where the 

programmes are broadcast from. 

The Localness guidelines in relation to approved areas 

Ofcom has also now published on 4 March 2019 a further statement on ‘approved areas’ (i.e. where 

stations must broadcast their required local hours from) in Scotland and Wales.9 The Committee 

may be interested in this for further context despite it not being directly relevant to Global Radio’s 

decision. 

The March 2019 statement confirmed our decision to approve two areas in Scotland (northern 

Scotland and southern Scotland) as well as all of Wales as a single approved area. These areas were 

first proposed in our initial consultation of June 2018 and were adopted following a second period of 

consultation across October and November 2018.  

Alongside the changes to the Localness guidance regarding locally-made programming, this will give 

local commercial analogue radio stations in Scotland greater flexibility over where they make their 

required hours of ‘locally-made’ programmes and should strengthen their ability to deliver a service 

which is relevant to the local area they broadcast to. 

 

Ofcom 

11 March 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-2/guidelines-localness-commercial-radio  

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/consultations-and-statements/category-2/guidelines-localness-commercial-radio
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Written response to : Scottish Parliament Committee session on local 
commercial radio  
 
Due to be held at the Scottish Parliament on Thursday 16th May 2019 

 
 
Summary : DC Thomson Media, part of the DC Thomson Group, is Scotland’s leading 

multiplatform media company. DC Thomson Media publishes newspapers, magazines and 
comics, and has an extensive e-commerce, digital and events portfolio alongside interests in 
gaming and now digital audio and local radio. 

 
DC Thomson Media has 10 offices across the UK, including Glasgow, Fife, Aberdeen, London 
and employs nearly 1000 staff. 

  

Having acquired two of Scotland’s leading commercial radio stations, Kingdom FM and 

Original 106 in early 2019, DC Thomson Media now have radio interests stretching from the 
Queensferry Crossing to Peterhead taking in some of Scotland’s largest cities and attracting 

over 150,000 listeners every week, making them the largest Scottish owned radio group north 
of the Border.  

  

DC Thomson Media continue to invest in local journalism, creativity, local talent and have the 
top regional newspaper titles by paid for copy sales, The Press and Journal and The Courier. 
Due to the highly successful and prudent investment strategy DC Media have one of the 
largest media teams in Scotland spanning print, broadcast and digital.   

 

Scottish Commercial Radio :  

 

DCT Media was supportive of the proposed deregulation but was highly critical of the 

approach and strategy taken by Ofcom and policy of DCMS in the months and in 

particular the years leading up to this. Principally, the restrictive approach taken by OFCOM 
and DCMS which actively sought to prevent existing commercial FM operators to utilise any 
remaining FM spectrum which, has been awarded on an almost exclusive basis to community 
radio across Scotland. That this is a fundamentally flawed policy which has been articulated 
on numerous occasions to both Ofcom and DCMS, especially from a number Scotland’s local 

commercial radio stations over recent years and has been completely ignored.  

 

That this preventative and obstructive radio policy has led to the situation we have today in 
Scotland which, whilst we warmly welcome deregulation we continue to be frustrated by the 
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lack of expansion opportunity and being prevented from creating further local radio services.  
As a direct result of this Scotland now potentially faces a future of limited commercial 
competition and limited listener choice for locally based or facing commercial radio stations. 
The two areas worst affected being Scotland’s capital city and the Lothian’s where more than 

50% of the programming is networked from the one and only local radio service and the entire 
area of Moray, where there is one single local radio operator who’s programming is 

significantly networked from elsewhere in the Country.   

 

DCT Media strongly believes that whilst deregulation is vital to enable existing operators to 
compete with emerging digital operators who benefit from low cost entry and considerably 
lighter regulatory requirements, that there has been a major misjudgement on the remaining 
economic benefits of FM spectrum and its most appropriate use for all operators across the 
sector.  

 

The unfair allocation of FM spectrum which has been awarded almost exclusively to 
community radio for the past decade has created a potentially unbalanced radio landscape 
with a severe lack of meaningful local choices for both advertisers and audiences.  

A view that has been long held and articulated to both OFCOM and DCMS many times 

well before deregulation was even considered.  

 

We now have a situation in Scotland where at one end, a small number of supersized and 
highly resourced radio groups pursuing aggressive economies of scale to drive short term 
profits operate whilst at the other end a vast number of tiny community stations and small 
ILR’s struggling to survive with no prospect of rescue due to the regulatory nature and size 
they are expected to operate within.  

These smaller ILR operators have been left unable to grow, prevented from expanding across 
Scotland and obstructed from developing new local FM services.  

 

For those that might survive in the short term, their future has been placed at risk having 
been priced out of a DAB future by an unfair landscape where ALL of the Scottish DAB 
multiplex’s are owned by the larger radio groups and in some areas are able to create a market 
price where many of the services buying DAB carriage are their own radio services.  

 

Lastly, DCT Media believes that the reason behind both Ofcom and DCMS’s putative FM 

policy planning and the ensuing issues which may occur in the wake of the deregulation is that 
there has been the belief that holding back further economic expansion on FM to the 
existing FM commercial operators will drive DAB listening growth.  

This has failed in our view and only added to the slow take up of DAB listening in Scotland. 
The lack of commercial FM diversity over the past ten years has led to an overall absence of 
local radio stations across Scotland thus creating an absence of future DAB stations. Again, 
this has been articulated on many occasions to both DCMS and Ofcom over the past few 
years.  
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In Conclusion  

 

1. We believe an urgent and immediate review be carried out across Scotland looking at 
all existing FM operators as to how their existing areas could be improved or increased 
using any existing FM spectrum.   

2. That all major conurbations should have at the very least a minimum of three local 
service providers with a comparative and fair broadcast area to match that of the 
existing operator  

3. An urgent review/investigation be carried out across Scotland into DAB carriage  
a. Whether the current charging practices are genuinely driven by market forces  
b. Are the charges being imposed on smaller FM stations and community stations 

proportionate and affordable to their size of business  
c. Is there a potential conflict of interest in any market where the DAB Multiplex 

owners also owns and runs the main commercial radio service  
d. That ALL existing commercial radio stations have an affordable and 

comparative DAB footprint to their existing TSA’s which is far from the case 
today  

 

Ends  
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